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Abstract
Three-dimensional(3D) point reconstruction using close range stereophotogrammetry
and the analytical Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) method were the areas of research

undertaken in this thesis to detennine the 3D coordinates of unknown points. An off-thesheif Sony Hi8 Camcorder functioning as the right camera, a mirror acting as the Ieft
"virtual" camera, a calibration frame consisting of fi@-six (56) targets, and personal
cornputer (PC) image processing cards were used to first characterize and calibrate the
system, and then to evaluate tracking a six degree-of-freedom robot manipulator.
Computer programs of the DLT method were written in the 'C' language to calculate the
transformation matrices for each image, and to determine the 3D coordinates of points
appearing in both camera views.

An analysis was performed to determine the system's sensitivity to image pixel target

centre selection accuracy. Selecting one pixel away fiom the true centre resulted in a

shift of up to 3.91 mm of the centre in 3D space.

DLT algorithm precision was determined to be I0.0025mm using a set of simulated lefi
and right image and 3D coordinates. Overall system accuracy was 1 mm over 1700 mm.

Evaluation of tracking the robot during six cases of rnovement along trajectories in 3D
space concluded that it is feasible to consider using such a system to track a robot during
its operations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Three-dimensional point reconstruction using stereophotogrammetry and the Direct
Linear Transformation (DLT)method are the areas of research undertaken for this thesis
to determine the three-dimensional coordinates of unknown points. The system was first
calibrated, and then employed to measure the trajectory of a robot.

This research involved the implementation and evaluation of a close-range
stereophotogramrnetricsystem. This system consisted of an off-the-shelf video camera
and image processing personal cornputer (PC) cards, a mirror to act as the second
'virtual' camera, and 'C' language prograins implementing the DLT mathematical model.
Once the system was calibrated, it was used to track the end-effector of a six degree-offkeedom robot.

1.1 Dimensional Inspection

Of interest in many fields is the capability to accurately determine the distance between
1

objects, and between key features on objects. These distances are best understood by
knowing and comparing the actual coordinates of points on each object, or relative
distances between points. This is essentially the approach that is used every day as we
navigate our cars down the street, constantly visually estimating and conecting our
location relative to other objects. In addition, other examples may include a carpenter
measuring lurnber to build a house and vision-guided robots assembling microelectronic
circuits.

Two general techniques, contact and passive, exist for the capture of point coordinates.

Ln the contact technique, a measuring device lightly touches each point to be analyzed. A
common example in the precision machining industry is a coordinate rneasuring machine

(CMM). For the passive technique, no contact is made with the measuring device. This
is especially useful in situations in which it would be impractical, and perhaps
impossible, to assemble a device that could touch each point to be measured, to the
desired accuracy. In other cases, the passive approach may be required if no physical
contact could be permitted, perhaps due to constraints of the working environment.
Depending on the application, moving machinery and robots may fit in this later case.

A well-established passive technique is photogrammetry, in which a carnera is used to
take images of the scene. These images can then be analyzed using established
mathematical methuds, such as the Direct Linear Transformation (DLT),to determine
the coordinates of desired feature points.

1.2 Problem Definition

The overall purpose of this work was to evaluate a system for accurately locating the
three-dimensional(3D) coordinates of points in space.

The following objectives were established for this research. These requirements were set
with the aim of understanding the system's performance and limitations, using a
representative potential industrial application.

The system rnust be able to be calibrated easily and quickly, using a portable
calibration object.
Detemination of the system's accuracy is required in order to quanti@ its
performance.
Evaluation of the system using a practical application is required to determine
how feasible it would be to use the system in an industrial setting. Tracking a
robot's end-effector 3D location as it moved througti a work-space was chosen as
a representative application.

The impetus to perform this research came nom a review of Piemynowski's (1980) work,

with the intent to implement and evaluate the DLT method he reviewed, in a modem 'C'
language, using an off-the-shelf video system, and a mirror to act as the second "virtual"
camera.

Before this system could be employeû to track the position of a robot end-effector, the
accuracy of the system must first be known. The system accuracy was deteminecl, and
then a sensitivity analysis was performed to quanti@the differences that can be expected
in the calculated three-dimensional coordinates if the two image views are digitized with
slight errors.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 2 reviews some previous related research in photogrammetry and robot tracking.
Robot accuracy and repeatability are reviewed in order to explain an area in which this
system, with some further development, could potentially be employed.

Chapter 3 reviews the DLT mathematical model. This model was extracted fkom the text
written by Rogers and Adams (1990), with enhancements to explain only the steps
needed for solution using the DLT. Also included in Appendix 1 is a summary the
process in matrix notation.

Chapter 4 discusses the experimental methods. The techniques used to determine the
accuracy of the DLT algorithrns, the overall system accuracy, and those used to execute
the robot trials are explained.

Chapter 5 discusses the results achieved in terms of DLT algorithm a c c m y , overdl
system accuracy, and robot tracking.

Chapter 6 provides a summary of the work,presents conclusions, and discusses how this
research could be continued in the fùture.

Chapter 2

Background

A literature review of previous research in related fields was performed to understand

applications of the method, and to correlate the kdings of this work to that done by
others.

2.1 Photogramrnetry

"... art, science, and technology of
obtaining reliable information about physical objects ... through processes of recording,

According to Wolf (l974), photogrammetry is the

measuring, and interpreting photographie images...". To paraphrase, a camera can be
used to capture the image of a scene, and then that image can be analyzed to determine
geometric properties of scene objects. This approach was traditionally employed for
taking aerial photographs to measure the positions and size of features on the earth's
surface (Atkinson, 1980). El-manadili (1994) reported on the use of photogrammetry and

the Direct Linear Transformation (DLT)method to create topopphical maps from

SPOT satellite stereo images. The application of using photographs to capture scenes at

rnuch shorter distances is known as close range photogrammetry. Atkinson (1980)
mentioned that some people define close range photogrammetry as having a camera to
object distance as small as fractions of a millimeter to as large as 300 m e s . Clarke
(1995) wrote that the applications of close range photogrammetry continue to be varied,

with systems continuing to be adopted in the aerospace, automotive, robotics, medical,
and nuclear industries.

Stereophotogrammetry,the application of photogrammetry using two images, was
employed in this research. In stereophotogrammetry,two images of a scene are taken
f b m independent viewpoints, with the objective to deterinine the 3D coordinates of
points. An established analytical mathematical method, such as DLT,is used to
reconstmct the 3D coordinates of desired points. This process is passive since it does not
contact any feature being measured. This technique is used fiequently to map natural
earth surface features, and to map man - made features (Yakimovsky, 1978). Industrial
applications include measuring alignment points during aircrai?, shipbuilding, and
microwave antema assembly (Fraser, 1993). Another application of photogramrnetry,
often including stereo images, is in the field of biomechanics (Woltring, 1975). One
exampIe was the use of a four camera system to capture the in vivo 3D positions of a
subject's patella (Koh, 1992). In another study, a single camera was used to perform a
2D gait study (Keemink, 1991). Still other applications exist. According to Amirat

(1994) stereophotogrammetryhas also been employed to track robot end-effector position
and orientation.

2.2 Robot Tracking, Positional Accuracy, and Repeatability

Robot tracking is a common application of vision systems. For example, these systems

are used as safety monitors to track the location of robots in work-cells, and they are used
to measure end-effector locations and provide feedback to the robot's controller to adjust
the end-effector Iocation to the desùed location and orientation. Vision systems are also
used to measure the positional accuracy of robots, either for interest, or to provide
corrective signals as in the previous example.

The positional accuracy of a robot is of paramount importance in many assembly
applications. Positional accuracy refers to the robot's ability to move to a comrnanded
location in it's work space coordinate system. According to Driels and Pathre (1ggl),
present industrial robots suffer fkom poor accuracy, even though they exhibit "satisfactory
repeatability". Robot manufacturers rarely publish accuracy data, but often state
repeatability figures (Boudreau, 1992). For example, the manufacturer of the Puma robot
that was used in this research did not pubtish an accuracy figure for the robot, but a
repeatability number of *O. 1 mm (Unimation, 1981)was stated.

Repeatability is a measurement of a robot's ability to reach the same location more than
once. Duelen and Schroer (1991) state that due to the rather poor absolute positioning

accuracy of robots, many off-line prograrnming efforts in a Cornputer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) environment are wasted since manual re-teaching of the robot is
often required to tweak the system. Duelen and Schroer (1991) go on to state that the
pose repeatability of many of today's robots is less than 1 mm, while the absolute pose
accuracy is much worse ( »1 mm). The absolute pose a c c m y refers to the ability of a
robot to reach a known position and orientation relative to a known reference, such as a
calibration iiame or work ce11 datum. Albus (1990)reports that beginning around 1986

an era of disillusionment with robotics began. This was because many tasks have proved
to be more difficult to perfonn well, than was initially thought. He says that ".,
technology was unable to deliver on expectations". Sensory data needed to "extract
information about the position, orientation, and state of object of the world", according to
Albus, is often difficult and expensive to perfect.

Several methods have been developed to measure the positional accuracy of robots, with
the intention to create simple, easy to implement systems that predict, and/or measure
parameters that cause positional inaccuracies. Duelem and Schroer (1991) suggested a
method that will increase the pose accuracy of a robot to coincide with the magnitude of
that achieved by repeatability. Kurtoglu (1989) used a holographie measurernent scheme
to measure the effects of introducing a load-induced inaccuracy for an industrial robot.
Dnels and Pathre (199 1) developed a vision-based automatic theodolite that was found

to be able to predict a target position, located 4 m away, to a root mean square (RMS)
miss - distance of 0.2 mm. Chen et al. (1994) performed experimental work to test a
method of canera-space manipulation using a three-dhensional(3D) part mating task.

They also tested the nurnber of carneras required to achieve a satisfactory level of
accuracy. Using a third carnera, with al1 cameras located 4 m away h m the parts, they

-

found that the m o r was reduced by 50%, fkom the two-camera level of 3 6 mm. Vincze
et al. (1994) used a laser tracking system to determine the position and orientation of a 6

degree-of-fieedom robot end-effector during motion. They suggest that the absolute
accuracy of a robot is an important charactenstic for off-lineprogramming, while
repeatability is the most important characteristic for manual teach methods. Tsai (1987)
developed a new technique for calibrating a 3D camera system for use in robot vision
applications. He discusses the Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) method that
Pierrynowski (1980) reviewed in detail in his paper.

2.3 Camera Calibration and the Direct Linear Transformation

As mentioned previously, the desire to determine the coordinates of points in 3D space

frequently arises. For example, anyone who has read a mechanical drawing has most
likely wanted to determine the true shape and size of an object by looking at two of more
orthographie projections. To accomplish this, the observer must first be aware of some

sort of scale, which is of course the purpose of the drawing's dimensions. In other words,
the observer is calibrating his perception to be able to understand the drawing. In a

similar manner, a camera system used to capture images of a scene must be calibrated in
order to meaningfully be able to extract 3D data fiom the images. One of the fûnctions of
the DLT method is to do precisely that. It first calibrates the scene, and then uses those

calibration parameters to extract 3D object coordinates fkom the scene. Al1 of this is
accomplished without the need to know any of the interior parameters of the camera.
That is, so called "non-metric" cameras can be used. Bridges (1986) defined a metric
camera as one "... whose imer orientation is known" and is precisely calibrated. She
defined a non-metric camera as one "... whose intenor orientation is completely or
partially unknown ...al1 off-the-shelf or amateur cameras belong to this category...". The
canera used for this research was an off-the-shelf Sony Hi8 video camera.

According to Challis and Kerwin (1992), The Direct Linear Transformation OLT)
technique, which was first proposed by Abdel-Aziz and Kama in 1971 (as cited by
Challis and Kenivin), is one of the most popular techniques for camera calibration and 3D
point reconstruction in existence. Challis and Kerwin list the major advantages of the

DLT method as:

"i) the optical axes of the cameras do not need to intersect;
ii) the positions of the cameras are arbitrary and do not need to be measured;
iii) only two camera images of the object are required; and

iv) additional cameras can be accommodated.".

They list the major drawback of the DLT method as the requirement that a calibration
object with known control point dimensions must be used to first calibrate the system.

Tsai (1987) mentioned that camera calibration requires that either the intemal geometry

1I

and optical characteristics of the camera be known (i.e.a metric camera), or that the 3D
pose of the camera relative to some world coordinate system must be known. The later is
what the DLT method uses. According to Tsai, the original DLT method ignored lens
distortion. Later the rnethod was eiihanced to include a nonlinear elexnent to account for
lem distortion. Tsai says that if one ignores the lem distortion in ushgthe DLT,image
coordinate errors will be greater than one pixel unless a narrow lens angle is used. As
well, he goes on to Say that the tolerances for flatness of the surface holding the
calibration object pattern, and for parallelism of the top and bottom surfaces, should be
kept an order of magnitude tighter than the desired accuracy of the carnera system. Tsai
acknowledges that the DLT method "bridges the gap between photogrammetry and
computer vision", allowing both fields to use the method for camera calibration and point
reconstruction.

Others have also studied the accuracy of the DLT method. Challis and Kerwin (1992)
assessed the influence of the distribution of control points on the method's accuracy.
They reported that coordinate reconstruction accuracy can be improved by using a
calibration object with points disûibuted around the outside of the space to be measured,
instead of within the space. Wood and Marshall (1986) cited previous research that
indicated that carnera position and orientation were not critical influences on the accuracy
of the DLT solution. They aIso reported that slight errors are introduced if the
reconstruction coordinates lie outside of the volume of the calibration space used. As
shown in Figure 2-1, they also said that a 1:2 camera-to-object distance : carnera-tocamera distance ratio, produced better results than a 1:1 ratio. Hatze (1988) described a

modified DLT method, which improved the accuracy of 3D point reconstruction.
Woltring (1980) located a 2D plane containing known control points in various defined
positions and orientations in the test space, instead of using a more traditional calibration
object, and found that reconstnicted inter-marker distance deviations ranged h m 0.8 mm
at the center of the space, to 1.O

mm at the edges.

Still, others have compared the DLT method to other reconstruction schemes. Shan
(1996) reported on a scheme that reduced the number of required control points fiom the

DLT standard of six per view, to six in one view and four in another. He reported that
accuracy of this method pmved to be similar to that of the traditional DLT method.
Borghese, Cerven, and Femgno (1997) compared the speed and accuracy of the DLT to a
method called ILSSC. They suggested that ILSSC was the preferable method given that

its triangulation algorithm was twice as fast as DLT's sirnultanmus equation solver.
However, they did caution that an effective distortion correction algorithm must be
deployed with ILSSC.

Camera 2

Camera to Camera Distance: D

\\ \\
Camera to Object Distance: d

(Wood und Marshall, 1986)

Figure 2-1
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Carnera to Object : Carnera to Camera Ratio

DLT Math Mode1

Chapter 3

Fundamental to understandimg the shape and size of an object, and the distance between
points, is the a ô i i to model required features and point locations. Cornputer graphics
readily enables the display of these models, providing rotation, translation, scaling,
shearing, and refîection, therefore enabling viewhg of the object firom any perspective.

The Direct Linear Transformation (DLT)is a method of reconstructing 3D location data,
the x, y, and z coordinates, of points located in two or more perspective projections
(views). For this method to work at least two views of the object are required because it

-

takes at least two non parallel vectors in space to identi@intersection points.
Intersection points are chosen which correspond to the coordinates of desired points, or
the edges of an object.

The following is a summary of the mathematical model of the DLT method. A thorough
description fiom a cornputer graphics viewpoint, is provided by Rogers and Adams
(1990). Pienynowski (1980) also reviews the technique, however, more £iom perhaps a
biomechanics viewpoint. The model outlined in this chapter was chiefly extracted fiom the

3.1

Homogeneous Coordinates

Since at least an introduction to homogeneous coordinates is needed in order to
understand the following mathematical model, the following summary is provided.

Any point in 3D space can be represented by a row vector [x, y, z],containing ordiinary

coordinates x, y, and z. In homogeneous coordinates, a fourth element, h, is introduceâ,
I

and the new vector representation becomes [x ', y ', z', hj. If h = 1, then [x, y, z, I l .
Therefore x = x 'A,y =y 'A,
and z = z 7%. Note h is simply a scale factor.

According to Rogers and Adams (1990), homogeneous coordinates are used in computer
graphics for two reasons. The fïrst is to overcome a iimitation of the word lengdi in some
cornputers. The 3D position of a point can be stored in a cornputer using either fioating
point or integer numbers. Integer specification usually requires a fùii word. Rogers and
Adams (1990) say that the largest positive integer that cm be specified by a computer
word is Zel-1, where n is the number of bits in a word. Therefore, in a 16 bit word this
limit would be 32767. Sometimes larger numbers need to be used, so the solution lies in
16

the scaling of this representation. Thus, a scaluig factor was introduced in the f o m of

homogeneous coordinates. Specifically an n+ l element was added in n dimensional space

(in3D space, the fourth element h). Therefore, a 3D location [x, y, z] is represented as

[hr,hy, lu,hl, or as [x ',y ', z', h1. The second reason for the use of homogeneous
coordiites is to accommodate the addition of three translation terms, 4 na, and n, in the
last row of the general transformation matrix (1x3 submatrix of Equation 3-4). Since this
(and the perspective transformation elements of column 4) produces a 4 x 4 matrix, a 4 x
1 mat& is needed in order to use matrix algebra to multiply them together. The h

elernent, provides the fourth tenn needed.

3.2

The DLT Mode1

The purpose of the DLT model is to d e t e d e the 3D coordinates of points in space.

Development of the following model is accomplished first by assuming that the x, y, z
coordiiates of a point is known, and then this point is transfomed in to another
coordinate system. In this case, the other coordinate systern is a 2D plane, representing
the camera image.

As discussed in Section 3.1, a point in 3D space can be represented by the 4D position

vector

and the transformation [T']fiom ordiiary coordinates to homogeneous coordinates is
given by

E

y

z

11 ET9 = [x'

y'

z'

h]

The generalized 4 x 4 transformation matrix, containing elements for individual axes
scaîiig, shearing, reflection, rotation, translation, perspective transformation, and overaii

scaling is given in Equation (3-3). Note that this matrix transforms points 8.om one 3D

space into another 3D space.

~aititioning
into four sections provides

where the contents of the 3 x 3 submatrix can produce hear scaling, shearing, refiection,

and primarily sofid body rotation (i.e. no distortion due to perspective effects).
Translation is produced by the 1 x 3 submatrix, while perspective transformation is

produced by the 3 x 1 subrnatrix. The lower right single terni 1 x 1 submatrix produces

overall scaling.

The elements in the first three columns of this 4 x 4 matrix act on the x, y, and z
coordinates only, while the fourth column elements act on ail values.

Now, the following matrix is used to project ont0 the 2D z = O (x - y plane).

Note that the projection could also have been donejust as effectively on the x = 0, ory
O planes.

Multiplying the [T"]and [T']matrices together produces

Equation (3-6)can be rewritten as

=

where x' and y' are the coordinates of the perspective projection ont0 the r = O plane.

Expanding Equation (3-7)gives

Using the third equation fiom Equation set (3-8). substitute for h in the first two
equations.

Mer rearranging, this yields

Accordiig to Rogers and Adams (1990), Equations (3-9) can be used in three diierent

cases. Note that the DLT method rnakes use of the last two cases.

The fkst case is to assume that [TJ and x, y, and z are ali known. Then the coordiiates of

the perspective transformation can be found direstly fiom Equation set (3-9)ssolving for
x' and y', the i andj image coordiites.

The second case is to assume that

[a,x*, and y are known. Rearranging Equations (3-

9) would result in three unknowns, x, y, and z, in two equations. Alone, these two

equations camot be solved. Wowevet, iftwo perspectives projections, like two
photographs fiom a stereophotogranunetry system, were available, then Equations (3-9)
can be re-wntten for both perspectives. Doing so yields the foliowing two sets of

equations, one set includes the parameters associated with a le# view, and the other set
includes parameters associated with the nghr view.

In matrix f o q these equations can be replaced by

where

Equation (3-1 1) consists of four equations with three unknown, x, y, and z. 3D space
coordinates. Note that [A] is a 4 x 3, non-square mat*

and hence cannot be diiectly

inverted to obtain a solution for the three unknowns. Mathematically, the problem is
considered over-specified. Therefore, the most reasonable solution, according to Rogers
and Adams (1990) is to perform sorne sort of averaging or best-fit of the values.

A mean solution involves multiplying [A] by its transpose, which will resuft in a square

matrix that can then be iriverted to solve for [XJ.

Multiplying Equation (3-1 1) by [A]' yields

Now taking the inverse results in the equation

the unknown x, y, and z coordinates. If no solution is
which can be solved for [A,

possible, the conditions imposed are considered to be redundant.

The third case for considering the application of Equations (3-9) is to assume that several
points appearing in the perspective views have known coordinates in both 3D space and
image views. This wiîl allow for the solution of the transformation elements, the T i s .

Those elements can then be used in case two, described above, to solve for unknown 3D
coordinates of points dso appearing in the same image view. The points with known

coordinates can be considered control or calibration points.

Rewriting Equations (3-9) provides

Now, assurning that x, y, z, x', and y' are all known, Equations (3-1 4) become two
equations with 12 unknown transformation elements Tw If six (6) non-coplanar points
with known 3D space and image plane coordinates are known, then the T ' s can be found.
The T ' q or

[amat*

defines the transformation from 3D object space, to image space.

In the case of a camera, image space would be the plane represented by the pbotograph.
A nice feature of this method is that no information about the canera's characteristics,

including its internai parameters, location, or orientation are required. This facilitates
quick set-up and image capture in various locations and environments. This is most iikely
one reason why this method is so popular. Note that this method can be applied, and

often is, to more than six calibration points. This has been reported to increase the
accuracy of the system (Pierrynowski, 1980). Note that six points minimum are needed to
obtain a solution.

Expanding Equation (3-14) for six calibration points yields

where the subscripts refer to each individual dibration point.

-

Rewriting Equation (3 15) in reduced matrix notation gives

Notice that Equations (3-15) aii equal zero,therefore being considered homogeneous.
Element TM cm be treated as a scaie factor and can be conveniently defineci as unity.
Nomalking the transformation moves the last column in [A'] to the nght hand side of the

equation, and the new nonhomogeneous mat& can be solved for [TJ.Since nonnabation

also removes the last row in [A'], the system is reduced to 11 equations in "5 W points"
(so-ded because the y*image coordïnate ofthe sixth point is not needed).

Finaliy, rewriting Equation (3-1 5) in the nomalized, nonhomogeneous fom, for six (5
1/2) points yields

where

and fiom Equation (3-6), since the image was projected ont0 the z = O plane:

Tl, = T, = TS3= Ta = O

Appendix 1 contains a summary of the DLT method in reduceû mat& notation.

Chapter 4

Experimental Methods

The research for this thesis encompassed five key areas. FUst was the development of
test procedures to calibrate the system, assess its accuracy, and evaluate its ability to track

the 3D position of a robot end-effector. Incfuded was the design, fabrication, and
installation of a portable calibration f i a m Second was the selection and installation of a
video system to capture and digitize images. Third was the writing of a data analysis
software package to calibrate the system, and to reconstruct the 3D coordinates of points
of interest. Fourth was the execution of the robot trials to capture the desired data to
evaluate the system. Finally, the fifth step was to analyse that data. More detail about the
experimental methods is provided below.

4.1

Equipment Configuration

Based on the successes reported by those who have previously performed similar research
using stereophotogrammetric techniques (for example, Pierrynowski 1980, Challis and

Kerwin 1992), the decision to adopt a similar scheme for this research was made.

A diagrarn of the laboratory equipment used during this experiment is shown in Figure 41.

The equipment that was used could be classified as belonging to one of two categorîes:
image acquisition, and image analysis. The image acquisition equipment included a Sony
Hi8 Model

camcorder,a Sony S-VHS VCR Model SLV-R1000, a tripod, a

mirror of dimensions 120 cm x 90 cm, a portable calibration fiame of nominal
dimensions 32 cm x 37 cm x 66 cm, and a 5 cm x 3 cm x 3 cm robot end-effector target
cluster consisting of four (4) white, 16 mm diameter, spherical markers situated in a
planar cross pattern, 55 mm apart on center. The calibration frame had 56 white, 16 mm
diameter, spherical markers, spaced evenly apart 5 cm on centre, 14 per column. Also
included was a 66 Mhz Pentium PC with 8 Megabytes of RAM, a Digital Processing
Systems Personal Animation Recorder (PAR) internai PC card, and a Time Based
Corrector (TBC)intemal PC card. The PAR card had the capability to record/playback

anirnarions, capwe waeo rn realtime, and store stlll images quïckly. Only the latter
capability was used in this research. The TBC card could reduce time base mors
inherent in mechanical video storage devices, due to elasticity of the video tape, for
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Experirnental Setup

example. Again, this research did not take advantage of the card's full capabilities, since
still images were recorded directly fiom the camera to the PC disk in realtime, without
firçt being recorded on tape. Essentially, these cards were sirnply being used together as

a video image frame grabber. These cards were used because they were available. Full
capabilities could be used for perhaps future dynamic tests.

The image analysis system consisted of HiJaak Pro, a commercial software package that

irtual) Camera 2
Purna 560 Base

Calibraiion Frarne

Figure 4-2

Carnera Configuration

was used to convert between graphic file formats, a suite of new 'C' programs written by

the author, and the PC described above. These programs are described in Section 4.3.

The data capture method consisted of the Sony camera, and a simulated 'virtual camera'
that was created by the reflected image in the mirror, as s h o w in Figure 4-2. The real
camera, calibration fiame, and the mirror were situated so that the camera viewed the
calibration frame and the robot targets fiom the 'front'. The mirror was placed at an angle
to the fiame, yet close enough so the marker reflections appeared in the field of view of
the camera almost full size. This was done to help minimize the potential introduction of

errors that may be due to the geometric relationships of the mirror, fiarne, and carnera.
For exarnple, a smaller image in the mirror would be more difficult to identiQ than a
larger image, therefore rnaking the marker centers more difficult to locate.

Using the single camera and mirror resulted in a split image being presented in the image

plane of the camera. This simplified the system, as no synchronization of images was
required as would have been needed if more than one camera was used. In addition, the

use of one camera reduced not only the total system cost considerably, but also the image
acquisition set up time and effort, Mage anaiysis time, and image storage requirements

(one image took the place of two).

Robot
Coordinate
System

ZN
Total: 78 locations tested.

- 6 Cases: XP, XN, YP, YN, ZP, ZN
- 2 directions, A 8i 6, per case
- 7 pwltions in each A diredion
6 positions in each B direction

-

Figure 4-3

Robot Test Cases

To evaluate the systern in a practical application, a Puma 560 robot end-effector was
tracked. Six trial cases were established in which the robot was commanded to move

along straight tmjectones parallel to the principal axes of its world coordinate system, as
shown in Figure 4-3. The robot was commanded to move in steps of 20 mm increments,
up to a maximum distance of 120 mm dong each axis. Once the robot reached the 120

mm position, it was commanded to reverse direction and step back along the same
trajectory using the same 20 mm increments unti1 it sacheci the datum position. This
provided a means to track the robot's end-effector. The video system was used to capture

an image of the end-effector targets at each step along the trajectories.

Thirteen (13) images were taken along each trajectory, at each 20 mm step, for a total
sample of seventy-eight (78).

The relationship between the three sets of coordinate systems in use during this research

is shown in Figure 4-4. The first system is the robot coordinate system, and it is oriented
along the vertical axis of its base cylinder, with its x-y plane parallel to the floor. The
second system, labelled the camera coordinate systern, is the one that had the points of
interest mapped into. The reconstruction algorithm calculated coordinates based in this
system. The origin of this system was selected, for convenience, to be coincident with
the center of the bottom target on calibration h

e column number one, as shown in

Figure 4-5. The third system, image coordinates, consisted of two components, i andj,
which are the image pixel values, and are oriented as shown in Figure 4-4. Note that the
origin of the image view is in the upper left-hand corner. Such a definition is comrnon in
cornputer graphies.

Camera

Camera, Image Plane, and Robot Coordinate Systems

Figure 4-4

Coordinate Systems

Therefore, transformations would map lefi and right image i andj values, into the camera
x, y, and z coordinate system.

Calibration Frame

- 4 columns

- 14 targets per colurnn
1

Total: 56 targets

Target Center
ta Center
Distance.

Figure 4-5

4.2

Calibration Frame

Calibration Components

Calibration is a process that must be done before most precision measuring instruments
can be used reliably. For this research, a calibration h

e was chosen as a convenient

means to provide a portable, accurate object of known dimensions.

4.2.1

Calibration Frame

The calibration h e , shown in Figure 4-5, was consbvcted of four (4) pieces of 2%"
diarneter aluminum tubing, each 90 cm in length. The dimensions of the columns were
based on available stock, which deemed suitable, at the time of the experiment. The
fiame was configured for a test volume of approximately 80 dm3, and could be adjusted
between a minimum volume of 15 dm3and a maximum volume of 615 dm3. To
configure a test volume, the columns were moved so the target points were located aIong
the extremities of the desired volume space. For this purpose, fifty-six (56) white, 16 mm

diameter spherical targets were mounted around the perimeter of the h e , fourteen (14)
targets per colwnn. Target centre-to-centre distances on each column were 5 1 mm,
fabricated to a tolerance of *O. 1 mm. To facilitate rapid setup of a known volume,
notches were machined in the fiame support rods every 100 cm. The h

e could also

easily be assembled and disassembled using only a screwdriver. The fi.ame consisted of
12 individual pieces (assuming the targets remained part of the columns), weighing

approximately 12 kilograms in total, and could be disassembled and transported by one
person.

To determine the system's accuracy, the known target x, y, and z coordinates, as

fabricated, functioned as input to the DLT algorithms. The algorithms calculated the [q

matrices, the twelve (12) transformation elements, one matrix per view. Each view's [Tj

matrix was unique, since the locations of the camera and the virtual camera were
different. Next, the 3D coordinates for these points were recalculated using the
reconstruction algonthm, input to the program being the i andj coordinates h m the left
and right image views, and the two [TJmatrices. The differences between the actual and
reconstructed coordinates were compareci, and are reviewed in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

4.3

Algorithms

The computer programs written for this research were based on the already well
established DLT method. Fortran programs previously written by Pienynowski (1980)
and Woltring (accessible f?om the Intemet web site www.kin.ucalgary.ca/isb/software)
were reviewed. Then, for this research, new programs were written in 'C', starting with
some code previously written by Professor Timothy Smith (1997). The software
engineering system used was the Borland C++ V3.1 development environment and
compiler.

Three DLT image analysis programs were written. The function of the first was to
calculate the transformation matrices for each câmera view, and the function of the
second program was to determine the x, y, and z coordinates of points of interest that
appeared in each of the views. The third program was considered the calibration module.
It would take the left and right image i andj values and calculate the transformation

matrices elements for those views. Then it would calculate the 3D space coordinates of
the calibration fiame targets and compare those to the actual coordinates.

The fourth program developed for this research was not planneà, but had to be written out
of necessity. When this research was first started, the floppy drive attached to the Puna

LSI-I I controller was not hctioning. Analysis of the electronics detemined that it
would not be easy to fix, since the replacement components would be very difficult,
perhaps even impossible, to obtain as they were about twenty years old. Since the floppy

drive was the only means provided to Save and reload Puma VAL programs, a solution
had to be found. Using the PC communications package SmartTerm, the LSI-11
protocols for reading fiom and writing to the floppy drive were reverse-engineered. Once
these protocols were characterized, a Microsoft Windows 3.1 based program was written
using Visual Basic V2.0. This program allowed VAL programs to be saved directly to,

and read fkom, a PC hard drive. In addition, the Terminai program of Windows was used
to replace the operator terminal of the LSI-11controller. This enabled simultaneous
fioppy communications and terminal control, fiom the same PC Windows session. This
unique system was documented in a user's guide, including a listing of the code (O'Neill,
1994).

The remaining six (6) programs were written in the Puma Unimate VAL language. These
programs comrnanded the robot end-effector to move dong the trajectories already
discussed, pausing long enough at each 20 mm increment for an image to be taken and
saved ta disk.

4.3.1

DLT Algorithm Precision

A test was perfomed to check the precision of the DLT programs written for this
research.

The test involved the creation of an ideal set of 'simulated' i andj lep and right image
coordinates, and their corresponding 'simulated' x, y, and z 3D space coordinates. The
same configuration as the calibration frame was chosen. That is, 56 points were created,
14 per column. The PC Cornputer Aided Design Program CADKEY was used to create

these coordinates. CADKEY was used because points were easily projected onto planes,
simulating the two image views, and because the 3D space coordinate locations were
easily determined and saved. These i andj values were then input into the algorithm that
calculates the image transformation matrices, one per view. Once the transformation
elements were found, they, along with the i andj values, were input into the
reconstruction algorithm to calculate the 3D space coordinates of these points. These
values were then compared to those created in CADKEY. This functioned as a check of
the precision of the algorithrns, since the calculated 3D space coordinates should equal
those created in CADKEY.

4.4

Procedures

Following are the procedures for the image acquisition and image analysis steps.

4.4.1

Image Acquisition

The following steps were perfomed during the image acquisition process:

1)

The calibration fiame, mimr, camera, and robot were positioned as shown in
Figure 4-1.

2)

Using the camera's viewfinder, the camera was focused on the scene, and the
zoom lem was adjusted so as narrow a field as possible was obtained, yet the
calibration frame was as big as possible in both the mirror (le#) and front (right)
views. The camera's auto-focus feature was tumed off. If the focus, or for that
matter any of the camera settings, including its location or orientation, had
changed over the duration of the experiments, the results would have been
meaningless (unless the calibration fiame was re-filmeci after any change, so a
new set of transformation matrices could be calculated for that instance). The
procedure for this research was to film the calibration frame at the beginning of
the trials, perform al1 trials without changing any camera parameters, and at the

end film the calibration fkame again. Comparing the start and end calibration
fiame reconsûuction values provided a gauge to detennine if any camera
parameters had changed during the experiment.

3)

The room lighting, fiom the overhead fluorescent bulbs proved to be sufficient to
allow the white targets to be clearly visible against the black background of the
h

e and the curtains that were hung behind the scene. A 880 Watt flood light

was tested, but found to wash-out the targets to the point that they were no longer
clearly visible by the carnera. Thcrefore, the flood light was not used.

4)

The camera was comected through the S-video ports on the VCR to the TBC and
PAR image processing car& located in the PC. This allowed simultaneous
viewing of the image on a rnonitor, and saving of the image to PC disk in Targa
24 bit ( ' h e color") format. Note that the VCR tape was not used in this research.

The S-video signaljust passed through the VCR to the PC cards directly.

5)

An image of the calibration &une was taken, and saved on the PC.

6)

The next step was to remove the calibration fiame fiom the area, and load the
previously created Puma VAL robot programs. These programs comrnanded the
robot to move in 20 mm increments, pausing d e r every move so an image of that
location could be saved to disk. Note that the A direction was away fiom the
robot's world coordinate system ongin, while the B direction was in toward it, as
shown in Figure 4-3. The order of program execution for the six cases was:

XN

- negative x axis, A then B direction

a
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YN

- negative y axis, A then B direction

YP

- positivey axis, A then B direction

ZN

- negative z axis, A then B direction

ZP

- positive z axis, A then B direction

Image AnaIysis

The following steps were performed during the image analysis process:

1)

The Targa image files saved during the Image Acquisition process were digitized.
This step was performed manually for each image by first converting, using
HiJaak Pro software, that image's Targa file to a PCX format graphic file. Then

the PCX file was loaded in to Microsofl Windows '95 Paint Brush (a graphics
utility program included with the operating system), and the pixel locations of the
target center points of the lep (mirror) and right (camera) views were selected.
Having the Paint Brush curser option tumed on displayed the i andj image
coordinates of the pixel selected. These values were then recorded in data files,

one each for the lep view and for the righr view. This process was followed for
the calibration fiame, and for al1 trajectory locations during the robot tests.

2)

Once the lep and right view i,j values were saved for al1 targets of the calibration
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to the program that cdculated the Zefi and right image transfomation matrices.

The transformation matrices were then saved in a data file, to be used by al1
following operations to reconstruct the 3D space coordinates of points of interest.

This was accomplished by inputting the lep and right view ij values for points of
interest (appearing in both views), dong with the transformation matrices, in to

the reconstruction program. Output was the 3D space coordinates of the points of
interest.

Chapter 5

Results

Following are the results of the three components analyzed to characterize the system, as
well as the robot tracking results. The first component was the determination of the
precision of the DLT algorithms. The second component was the detemination of the
overall system accuracy. The third component was the detennination of the system's
sensitivity to image view pixel manipulations. Understanding these components would

aid in understanding the robot tracking results, and would help to establish how feasible
the system would be for tracking robots.

Al1 results were presented as rneasured during the experiments. No prior data smoothing
or filtering was perfomed.

5.1

Algorithm Precision

The three DLT algorithms, one each for transformation matrices calculations, 3D point
reconstruction, and system calibration, were tested for accuracy using a set of 'simulated'

left and nghr image. and 3D space coordinates. The programs were found to be able to

reconstruct points to a precision of four decimal places. See Appendix II for a listing of
the simulated and reconstmcted coordinates differences.

Since this precision level was at least two orders of magnitude greater than that
anticipated h m the overall system, it was concluded that this level would not adversely
infhence the perfomance of the overall system. Note that d l cornputer algonthms were

Wntten in single precision (to 8 decimal places) since they were based on programs that

were already underdevelopment in single precision. Perhaps a better accuracy level,
although it does not seem to be needed, could be achieved by using double precision
calculations.

5.2

System Accuracy

System accuracy was determined using the calibration h e . Six different combinations

of fiarne markers were selected and analyzed, comparing the actual and reconstmcted
coordinates. The first case, consisting of six targets, was the minimum number chosen
because the DLT solution required at least six targets to be able to calculate a solution.
The maximum number of targets was 56 because this was the total number of available
points on the calibrarion frame constructed for this expenment. The objective of
perfoming tests with varying numbers of calibration targets was to determine what
effects these changes may have on the accuracy of the reconstruction, and to select a

suitable case to carry forward throughout the remainder of the trials. These targets
would be calibrating the system by defining the transformation matrices for each view,
and thus would be used in al1 3D coordinate reconstruction operations. The target points
were always selected in a syrnmetncal order around the volume of the calibration area

The RMS errors in each of the principal axes, for these six cases are shown in Figure 5-1.
Table 5-1 showsthe values of the average RMS errors for each combination. Note that
al1 RMS errors were below 0.32 mm, and al1 individual target mors were below 3.5 mm.

The six target case produced the smallest R M S enors, as was expected because the
solution was hlly determined. However, it was deemed probably not the best number of
targets to choose since the minimum nurnber of points needed in order for the DLT
equations to work was six. Using just the minimum number of equations would be
allowing the DLT to map directly onto those points, and it would not have a chance to
produce a mean type, or "best-fit" solution, across a larger number of points (which
would represent a larger test space).

The twelve point case confirmed the suspicions raised fiom the six point case, because
indeed the R M S errors did go up. Looking for a trend between the 12 point and 56 point
cases shows that a general decrease in average RMS error was occurring.

The least mean

errors occurred in the 40 and 50 target cases. The 56 point case waç selected since its

RMS error was still reasonable, and it was convenient to use al1 points of the available
calibration frame.

# of Calibration Markers

Mean x, y, z RMS Error (mm)

6

0.048

12

0.261

20

0.207

40

0.117

50

0.117

56

O. 127

Table 5-1

Calibration Frame Marker Configuration Test Results

The differences between the known 3D space coordinates and the reconstructed
coordinates are s h o w in Figures 5-2 to 5-5 for the 56 point case. Note that these
accuracies were accomplished with the carnera located 6 rnetres away. Being
conservative and taking the largest mor of 3.47 mm for the z coordinate of target 13 on
column 4, the system accuracy was 3.5 mm over a distance of 6000 mm. Restated, the
accuracy was 1 mm over 1700 mm, or 1:1700, or 1 mm over 1.7 metres. This was

slightly better than the generally accepted minimum figure of merit for close range
photogramrnetry, suggested by Professor Smith (1997), of 1 mm over 1000 mm.

Calibration Frame RMS Errors

-

Calibration Frame Tests RMS Emrs
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56 Target Calibration Frame Column 4 Results

To ver@ that al1 camera parameters remained unchanged throughout the duration of the
robot trials, the calibration frame was filmed both before and after the tests. Careful
attention was paid to locate the calibration h u n e in the same position and orientation at
the end of the trials, as at the beginning. This facilitated a quick cornparison between the
before and afîer test transformation matrices, without having to perform the additional
step of reconstructing the target coordinates to compare their before and after test values.
Since the transfomation matrices were indeed the same, the targets would be known to
be in the same calculated locations, therefore it was established that the camera
panuneters were static throughout the tests. If it was not feasible to position the frame in
the exact same location and orientation both before and after the trials, then one could

iocare me name Where deslred, calculate the transformation matrices, and perform the
reconstniction calculations to determine the coordinates of the target points. Then one
could compare both before and after test target coordinates. In this work, the fiame was
located in the same position and orientation both before and d e r the tests using
alignment marks on the fkme and the table, and by using metal blocks to locate the fiame
against, providing a fixed location and orientation. In addition, the table that the
calibration fiame sat on was not moved during the tests.

5.3

Transformation Matrices

The transformation matrices, calculated using the calibration frame with 56 markers, are
shown in Equation 5-1 and 5-2 below. These matrices were used in al1 subsequent
calculations to determine the reconstruction coordinates during the robot trials. Refer to
the description of Equation 3-4 in Chapter 3 for the significance of each matrix element.

Left (mirror) view:

Right (carnera) view:

5.4

System Sensitivity to Image Pixel Accuracy

To determine the sensitivity of the DLT reconstruction algorithm to errors in the selection
of target center locations dunng image digitization, three sets of eight (8) tests each, were
performed. The center of the target located at the 40 mm position in the A direction, on

the ZP (z positive) axis of the robot trials, was selected at random for this analysis. The
target's original Zefi view pixel location was i = 148,j = 171, and its righf view was i =
498,j = 187. These three tests were felt to be representative, providing an understanding

of pixel manipulation behavior.

The first set of tests involved manipulation of the lep image pixels, while leaving the
right image alone. The second set of tests manipulated the nghf image pixels, leaving the
lep image alone. The last set manipulated both view's pixels simultaneously. Al1 tests

involved selection of adjacent pixels to the original i,j target center location, given
above. The eight test configurations are depicted in Figure 5-6 with the original center
location shown in the middle icon as i ,j.
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of the target ~enterby 0.73 mm in x, 1.34 mm in y, and 3.57 mm in z, or 3.88 mm in total
along a 3D vector. Manipulation of the right image pixels (Figure 5-8) resulted in a
maximum unsigned &if€ of the target center by 2.21 mm in x, 1.41 mm in y, and 1.24

mm in z, or 2.90 mm dong a 3D vector. Simultaneous manipulation of the both images
(Figure 5-9) resulted in a maximum unsigned shifl of the target center by 1.S3 mm in x,
2.71 mm in y, and 2.37 mm in z, or 3.91 mm along a 3D vector. Note that each pair of

mirror - image manipulations resulted in the sarne magnitude shifi in coordinate values,

-

of the opposite sign. For example, manipulation by i 1, j in Figure 5-9 resulted in the
following shifts: x = -1.51 mm,y = 0.1 1 mm, and z = 2.35 mm. The mimr - image shift
of i + 1,j resulted in moves of x = I .5 1mm, y = -0.11 mm, and z = -2.35 mm. The

-

-

resuits were similar for the other mirror image pairs: {i,j - I 1 i, j + I ) , ( i 1, j

-I 1 i+

1, j + I } , a n d { i - 1 , j + l l i + 1 , j - 1 1 .

Averaging the number of pixels for targets in several positions, and knowing that the
targets were 16 mm in diameter, the image resolution of the system was detennined to be
approximately 1.78 mm per pixel. This resolution changed as the target moved around
the test volume, since the distance between the target and the camera was constantly
changing.

I
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Figure 5-6
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Figure 5-9

Left and Right image Pixel Manipulation Results

5.5

Robot TracMng

The reconstnicted coordinates calculated for the six robot tracking cases are shown in

Figures 5-10 to 5-27. Each case consists of three graphs showing the x, y, and z
coordinates for the targets at each 20 mm step position, in both the A and B directions.
There were seven (7) positions along each axis, for a total of forty - two (42) positions for
al1 cases.

--

Robot Tracking Position Results
Positions per Case: 7
Threshold:

x = 2.21 mm

Total Positions: 42
y = 2. 71 mm

z = 3.57 mm
Betow
Threshold

Case

Ignored

Above
Threshold

m

2

1

4

XP

O

3

4

YN

4

O

3

YP

1

2

4

ZN

O

2

5

ZP

O

3

4

7

11

24

17 %

26 %

57 %

% of (Total - Ipored) (35):

31 %

69 %

Totals:
% of Total (42):

Table 5-2

Robot Tracking Results

Summarized in Table 5-2 for each case is the number of positions ignored, the number of

positions above the threshold, and the number of positions below the threshold.

The ignored positions were the target center points that could not be selected during the

image analysis process, within a certainty level of one (1) pixel radially. They could not
be selected because the target was either not cIearIy visible in both image views (due to
experimental setup such as the rnirror angle, 5 of the mors were of this type), or because

an image file was accidentally corrupted between the time of data capture and data
analysis (2 of the mors were of this type). A total of seven (7) positions were ignored.
This represented 17% out of a total of fo-O

(42) different positions.

Above threshold positions where classified as having diflerences, in their respective
coordinate values at the sarne end-effector locations in the A and B directions, greater

than the maximum deviations measured in the pixel manipulations tests. These
deviations, or threshold values, were x = 2.2 1 mm, y = 2.7 1 mm, and z = 3.57 mm. For
example, a position found to have a difference in its z coordinate of 3.57 mm or less
could be attributable to pixel selection alone. Those with larger differences may be due
to some other influence, perhaps distortion of the camera lens andor distortion of the
mirror at that location. Out of the 42 positions tested, 11, or 26%, were found to be
above the threshold. If the 7 ignored positions are not counted, then 11 out of 35 valid
positions were above the threshold values, or 3 1 %.

Below threshotd positions were those that did not fa11 into one of the above

classifications. That is, their A and B coordinate value differences were found to be less
than the threshold values stated in the above paragraph. Out of the 42 positions tested,
24, or 57 %, were found to be below the threshold values. Or, out of 35 valid positions

(neglecting the ignored positions), this translated to a yield of 69 %.

Figure 5-28 graphically depicts the breakdown of the positions that were ignored, those
I

that were below the threshold values, and those that were above the threshold values.
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Chapter 6
6.1

Summary and Conclusions

Summary of Results

Three-dimensional point reconstruction using close range stereophotogrammetryand the
analytical Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) method were applied to calibrate a stereo-

vision system, to use this system to determine the 3D coordinates of unknown points, and
to evaluate the system for robot tracking. An off-the-shelf Sony Hi8 Camcorder

fbnctioning as the right camera, a minor acting as the lep "virtual"camera, and a
calibration fiame were used to first characterize and calibrate the system, and then to
track a six degree-of-fieedom @OF) robot manipulator. Cornputer prograrns based on
the DLT method were written in the 'C'Ianguage to calculate the transformation matrices

for each image, and to determine the 3D coordinates of points appearing in both camera
views.

The three objectives that were established for this research were met. Firstly, the system
was calibrated easily and quickly using a portable calibration object. Secondly, the

accuracy of the system was quantified. Thirdly, the system was evaluated for use as a
passive robot tracking device.
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image target centre i,j values, and comparing their 3D reconstmcted coordinates to the
simulated 3D coordinates. The programs were able to reconstnict the simulated
coordinates precisely to the fourth decimal position (&0.0001 inch, or +0.0025 mm).
Since this was approximately two orders of magnitude more accurate than what the
overall system was expected to be able to achieve, it was deemed reasonable to proceed
as the algorithms would not negatively influence overall system accuracy.

The system accuracy was detennined using 56 markers located on the calibration fiame.

The fiame was assembled so it would envelope the 3D space in which the robot trials
would occur. n i e fiame was adjusted to a volume of 80 dm3,with al1 target locations
known relative to the bottom target on ftame column 1 (the origin of the carnera
coordinate system). Under the test conditions described in Chapter 4, the system was
detemined to be capable of consistently reconstructing the calibration marker locations
to within, worst case, 3.47 mm of their true locations. Six configurations of calibration
Game markers were tested, al1 with RMS emrs below 0.32 mm. For the 56 target
calibration fiame, the RMS errors were 0.1 O6 mm in x, 0.099 mm in y, and 0.175 mm in
2, for an average of 0.127 mm.

Therefore over 6 metres, the distance between the camera

and the fiame, the system accuracy was 1 mm over 1700 mm. This was significantly
better than the generally accepted minimum reconstruction accuracy, at least in
biomechanics, of 1 mm over 1000 mm (Smith 1997).

During the image digitization process, accurate selection of the target centres was
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either estimated, or this target position was ignored. To find out how sensitive the DLT
algonthms were to shifiing the image pixels one at a time, a sensitivity analysis was
perfomed. Manipulation of the lefi image pixels alone resulted in a maximum shift of
the target centre by 3.88 mm in 3D space. Manipulation of the right image pixels alone
produced a shift 2.90 mm, while simultaneous manipulation of both images resulted in a
translation 3.91 mm in 3D space. These results were helpful in understanding the
outcome of the robot trials.

Six cases were created to track a Puma 560 robot in 3D space. The robot was
commanded to move in 20 mm increments parallel to its x, y, and z axes, moving both
away h m its ongin and in towards it. Camera images were saved at each 20 mm
location, and the 3D coordinates of the target locations were calculated using the
reconstruction algonthrn. Out of the 42 different positions tested, 57% (24) were
reconstructed to coordinate accuracies equal to or less than the thresholds of x = 2.21

mm,y = 2.7 1 mm, and z = 3.57 mm, 26% (1 1) were greater than the thresholds, and the
remaining 17% (7) were ignored due to identifiable experimental omissions. The
coordinate threshold values were determined fiom the system sensitivity to image pixel
manipulations. The threshold values quanti@ what effect the selection of a target centre
by one image pixel element away fiom the true centre would have on the reconstruction
of the 3D coordinates. These values were considered thresholds since any observed
differences above them had to be caused by something other than target centre
digitization errors. Target centres were only selected if it was felt that an accuracy of

wimn one pixel of the true location was being identified.

A yield of 57% is fairly low for this type of expenment. If the ignored positions are

subtracted from the total positions tested, since the ignored positions were due strictly to
experimental procedures that could be easily resolved, then the yield would be 69%. The
yield still could be increased by improving the system, as discussed below. Al1 results

were presented as measured during the experiments. No prior data smoothing, filtenng,
or outlier removal were perfonned.

6.2

Conclusions and Future Work

The general conclusion that can be drawn from this research is that it is feasible to
consider using an off-the-shelf camera, a mirror, a calibration fiame, and the DLT method
to track a robot during execution of its operations Thus, the three objectives established
at the outset of this work were met.

The mirror h t s the portability of the system, however in applications where a

permanent monitoring system is desired, this may not be a problem. The mirror benefits
include, only one camera is required thus keeping system costs in check,the Ieft and right
image views are automatically synchronized since they both appear in every camera shot,
and data storage space is cut in half as one image replaces the need for two. If a second
camera was used in place of the mirror, portability of the system would be enhanced. In

uus
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The only modifications needed would be synchronization of the cameras to capture
images simultaneously, and a modification of the image digitization process to select
target centres fiom two separate images, instead of fiom just one. The latter modification
would not be difficult to make since the fundamental process of selecting i,j pixel values
for each target centre would remain the same. The fimt modification would also be
straight forward to împlement since methods have already been established by others who
use stereo-camera systems.

The calibration h

e was designed for easy assembly, disassembly, and transportation.

Even though it was made of aluminum tubing, it was still fairly heavy at 12 kilograms.
To facilitate portability, a lighter version would be preferable.

Analysis of the nurnber of calibration targets needed to obtain accurate results showed
that no more than approximately 40 were needed, since the error Ievel remained the sarne

for 50 targets, the next case tested with more targets. The RMS m o r s for both the 40 and
50 target cases were 0.117 mm. Since a maximum of 56 targets were available for use,
they were also tested. Their calculated RMS error was 0.127mm, slightly higher than the
40 target case. This would suggest that some inaccuracies were introduced by the 16

additional targets, maybe because one or more of those targets was not located as
precisely as the others during the fkame fabrication process, or because inaccuracies in the
original 40 were amplified by inaccuracies in the 16 additional targets (due to a mean
solution). The machining tolerance was i.005 inch. However, no verification

inaepenaenr or me mirimg machme readings was perfonned, such as using a coordinate

measuring machine. This step should be done to check the actual target coordinates, in
order to understand why the M S error increased slightly fiom the 40 to 50 target case.

In any event, the 56 target case was still considered reasonable given that the carnera to
frame distance was 6 metres. The 56 target case was used to detemine the
transformation matrices for the remaining robot triais.

Selection of target centre locations during the image digitization process was an area
where inaccuracies in subsequent 3D coordinate reconstructions could have easily been
introduced hto the system. Care was taken to select only centres where there was a high
probability, based on visual clues, that the image centre was being specified within
approximately 1 pixel of the actual centre. Since the average nurnber of image pixels per
target was 9, and each target was 16 mm in diameter, the best that could be achieved at a
pixel level would be in the order of approximately 1.78 mm fiom the tme position.
However, sub-pixel accuracy was achieved in several instances because the target centre
was clearly visible and was sitting within one pixel. Better accuracy would be realized

with higher pixel resolutions. The resolution of images created during this research was
752 pixels wide (i) by 480 pixels high 0.This was the maximum resolution that the

PAR and TBC image capture system could produce.

The success of implementations of this system for robot tracking would of course depend
on the Ievel of accuracy required. For example, this method would not be accurate
enough to monitor precise assembly operations where sub-millimetre tolerances m u t be

maintanecl. However, this system may be suitable for monitoring operations such as
loading and unloading objects from conveyor belts, for spray painting applications, and
for work ce11 safety monitoring to ensure robots do not move outside a predefined
boundary. Any application in which a robot's location within 3.5 mm needs to be known,
would appear to be a good candidate for this system, as is.

To increase the accuracy of the system, enhancements could be made to the DLT
algorithms to better account for influences such as lens distortion. As mentioned in
Chapter 2, other analytical methods could be tried instead of the DLT method. In
addition, better quality cameras could be used, along with a mirror with verified
properties such as top and bottom edge parallelism and surface flatness. As well, the

DLT method can accommodate more than two cameras, which others have reported (see
Chapter 2), will increase the accuracy of the system.

To increase the accuracy of the present system, more trials could be pdormed to M e r
characterize, and then compensate for the mirror and lens distortion effects on the
solution. No attempt was made in this work to understand the effects across the entire
lens or the complete mirror surface. One setup was selected as suitable, for the reasons
explained in Chapter 4, and used throughout the robot trials. Perhaps some, and maybe
al1 of the anomalies found in this work couId be better explained with m e r detailed
analysis around those areas where they were observeci.

It may also be worth modifjrïng the DLT algorithms d e n for this research fiom single

preclsion carcuiations, to double precision. Most likely this would not produce any
significant changes in tems of final coordinate values. Single precision calculations
were perfonned in this research because the author had adopted some code that was
already started in single precision. However, it would help to ensure that any round-off
errors would not accumulate to the point of negatively influencing the final results.

In addition, a quality check should be made of the calibration fkne after it is fabricated
to ensure that the target centre locations were machined to within the desired tolerance.
As well, targets should be selected with known and uniform diameters. If high cost was
not a concem, perhaps tooling balls could be used. The targets used for this research
were sphencal, low-quality commercial wooden beads, with nominal diameters of 16 mm
and having a 6 mm diarneter hole àrilled thru each. The hole facilitated mounting of the
bead, however, measuring along the axis of this hole, the overall diameter of the target

was reduced to 15 mm because of the material removed by the drilling process as it
entered and exited the bead sphencal surface. This sometimes made it challenging to
select target centres in the image views because in certain perspective orientations, the
targets did not appear tmly spherical in shape. However, overall these beads were
adequate for this research.

An automatic target centre locating program, under development by Professor Smith at
UNB during this experiment, was evaluated and found to not to be able to reliably locate
al1 target centres within the desired single pixel. Manual target centre selection produced
better results, as could be expected. The price to pay was the slowness, tediousness, and

error proneness of the manual method. Enhancement of the program would be worth
considering if the system was to be used extensively in the future. In fact, adoption of
such a program would be mandatory if the system was to be used for real-time robot
tracking.

A potential application of an enhanced version of this system would be to monitor a
robot's movements, and provide corrective feedback to its controller to position the robot
precisely where it was commanded to go. This would improve the accuracy of the robot,
which is currently a weakness of many of them. Timing tests of the reconstruction
algorithm written for this research showed that updated positional data can be available

every 7 ms. Therefore, it would be feasible to consider a future realtime implementation
of this system to track and provide feedback to a robot.

Improving the accuracy of robots would encourage off-line programming since it could
be done with the knowledge that the robot will indeed accurately go to the 3D locations it
was programmed for. The vision system would compensate for the inherent robot errors
caused by differences between the kinematic mode1 and the actual robot components.

The main focus of any future work related to this research most likely would be done to
increase the accuracy of the system, and possibly to evaluate other industrial applications.

A number of tasks could be defined to continue this r e s e b .

2.

Improve the existing system by doing a quality control check of the calibration
frame target locations and adjusting them if necessary, modiQ the DLT
algorithms for double precision calculations, determine and compensate for lens

and rnirror distortions, introduce additional cameras, and implement an automatic
target centre locating program.

2.

Replace the Hi8 camera with a digital camera, thus eliminating the need for the

PAR and TBC boards in static tests. This would reduce the complexity and
number of image capture components needed. In addition, the influence on
system accuracy of this camera could be evaluated. If dynamic tests were done
with live filming, then most likely the PAR and TBC cards would still be used,
since this could then take advantage of their full suite of features.

3.

Evaluate the software package Photomodeler for MS-Windows. Its developers
daim the package will create 3D point and vector models of objects, fiom two
perspective photographs. A review of the demo program revealed some
similarities with the methods used in this research, especially the target centre
identification process. A weakness of the Photomodeler software seems to be that
the camera location has to be estimated, obviously affecting the accuracy of the
3D reconstruction. A nice project would be to implement the DLT method in a

Windows software package, sirnilar to (but better than) Photomodeler, and
perhaps develop it into a commercial product for architecturai use, surveying
applications, industrial metrology, accident reconstructions, and biomechanics.

The drawback of the DLT method is the requirement for some sort of calibration
object. With some ingenuity this could be overcome, or compensated for. For
example, objects with known dimensions may be used, such as doors and
windows if they were visible, or a surveyor's scale.

4.

Using the data that was compiled for this research, analysis could be extended to
monitor the pose (position and orientation) of the robot end-effector. The target
that was held by the end-effector for this research had four spherical balls
mounted on it. Three of those balls could be used to detennine robot orientation
at each test position.

5.

Automatic target centre locating could be facilitated by the use of colour targets.
Each target could be painted a different colour, so the program could quickly sort
by colour to detennine which target was being analysed. This would help the
program determine the pose of the targets. A complete suite of trials using
coloured targets was perfomed for this research. The data were not analysed, but
could be defined as a fiiture project in conjunction with the development of a
colour target centre locating program.

6.

Evaluate the introduction of a second set of control points to determine the
accuracy of the system, as reported by Challis and Kerwin (1992). They
suggested that an independent set of points, diffemit fiom the calibration object
used to detennine the transformation matrices, is needed to determine the true

accuracy 01the ULT system.

7.

Possible applications in which enhanced versions of this system could be
evaluated include the following. Many, if not all, of these applications have also
been studied by others.

Robotics applications may include:
a)

visual servoing of a manipulator to control its position and orientation
with respect to another object;

b)

determinhg the location of a mobile robot, either by itself for its own
navigatioddead-reckonlng,or for monitoring its location by an off-robot
system;

c)

tracking, and perhaps, intercepting 3D moving objects (example: picking
objects fkom a factory conveyer-belt);

d)

measuring the speed of an object in motion; and

e)

collision avoidance detemination and monitoring.

Biomechanics applications may include:

a)

tracking the human patella;

b)

gait analysis; and

c)

image-directed robotic systems for precise surgery.

Other applications may include:
a)

a single camera system mounted on a computer controlled pan tilt unit,
which is moved under controlled/known coordinates to capture the second

image;
b)

tr&c accident reconstruction; and

c)

surveying applications, such as dunng building construction, and
industrial machine installations.
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Appendix 1

DLT Matrix Summary

For clarity, following is a summary of the DLT mode1 in reduced matrix notation. The
steps are presented in the order that the solution followed, and were coded in the 'C'
cornputer programs written for this research. Note that Chapter 3 of this thesis explains
in detail the complete procedure.

Objective:

Determine the 3D space G;,y, z) coordinates of desired points.

Input Required:

6 calibration points (minimum), each having known 3D space b,y,
z) and lefi image (i, j,) and nght image (i,, j,) coordinates

Note:

a) The size of each matrix is indicated as a subscript.

b) Mmber of equations: n = 2 x (number of calibration points)

Calibration

Equationto

[Al(nl

1 1XI

hl

=

Perform the following steps for each perspective view.

Step 1:

4 m - ~ , x fiom
~ ~ Equation (3- 16)

Step 2:

[A 3:,xh-i,

Step 3:

IL4 3 ' b L,,

Step 5:

{dl = La Yb}
where {c}(n-,,x,

Step 6:

{TI

lxl =

is the right hand side vector of Equation (3-17)

bl {SI

where (T)contains the eleven transfomation elements for this view
Note that the twelfth element, TM,was previously set equal to 1.

romt Keconsrruction

Equation to solve:

[A],,

{X),,,= (B},x,

Perform the following steps for each unknom point.

Step 1 :

W ,

Step 2:

[AIT3x,

Step 3:

f [Al 7AI13x3

Step 4:

[pl,

Step 5 :

[q13x11,
= bIT@)

fÎom Equation (3-1 1)

= ~LalWIl-'

where {B},,, is from Equation (3-1 1)

Step 6:

{XI

JX,

= [pl[ql

where (x}contains the reconstructed 3D point coordinates x, y, and

Appendix II DLT Algorithm Precision

Below is a listing of the simula&dcoordinates and their reconstructed values, that were
used to test the DLT algorithms. The differences between the respective 1,y, and z
coordinate values are shown. This verified that the algorithms were able to reconstruct an
idealized test case to a precision of 4 decimals places.

Column Target

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

X

Y

Z

Reconstructed
Coordinates

Cdumn Target

Simulated

Rewnsfnicted
Coordinates

Column Target
8:

9:
10:
11:
12:

13:
14:

Simulateci

Appendix III DLT Program Statistics
The following statistics are intended to provide a rough order of magnitude of algorithm

size and performance. Note that no attempt was made to optimize these programs for
performance, and that the graph of Figure AIII-1was detemined h m performance tests
executed on a Pentium 66 MHz PC, with 8 Megabytes of memory. Accordingly, these

measurements are relative to that equipment.

Al1 Programs written ~ s i Borland
n ~
C++V3.1
Program

Function

File Size

# Lines of
Source Code

Caiibration.

mtes)
rcjnl9.c
30,642

Name

rcjnl9.exe

58,060

Calculates transformation

tranjnl2.c

26,338

matrices[~]foreachview.

tranjnl2.exe

56,161

xyzjn25.c

26,524

xyzjn2S.exe

53,428

Reconstructs 3D, X , y, z
coordinates.

-

Table AI11 1.

Program Statistics

1035

930

909

Frequmncy of X.Y.X Reconstruction Program Calculatlons
140

O

1O

-

Figure AI11 1

100
1,000
10.000
Number of Cycles (1 cycle = 1 set of X,Y .Z Points)

100,000

Reconstruction Program Calculation Speed

Figure AIII- 1 shows that the reconstruction program b ~ 2 5 . was
~ )able to calculate a
set of coordinates at an average fiequency of 110 Hz. This translateà to performing one
reconstruction set e v q 9 ms, which had includeà writing a 5 Mbyte data file containing
reconstruction results. Without writing the data file, the reconstruction time dropped to 7
ms for each set of coordiiates. Therefore, it would be feasible to consider a future
realtime implementation of this system to track and provide feedback to a robot like the

Puma, which has a 28 ms update rate (Nagy, 1988).
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